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Executive Summary
Peace efforts in Sudan have failed in the past, in large part because of insufficient international leverage
over the Sudanese government, but now the Obama administration has an unprecedented opportunity
in its final months in office to make a policy investment that could pay big dividends. The Obama
administration can further build on new, emerging leverage with the Khartoum regime in support of an
inclusive peace deal in Sudan leading to a transition to democracy. Sudan has become increasingly
financially isolated during the last year, resulting largely from new types of sanctions measures and
tightened enforcement measures that were principally focused on Iran. Sudan has been impacted
because foreign banks moved to reduce their exposure to risky accounts and institutions in the wake of
large fines paid for sanctions violations involving Iran and Sudan, as well as to protect against broader
sanctions and money laundering risks. The spillover effect on the commercial activities, investments,
and finances of leading military, security, and civilian officials associated with the Khartoum government
has caused sanctions relief to replace debt relief as the regime’s primary preoccupation.
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To maximize this newfound leverage with the Sudanese regime, the Obama administration should adopt
a strategy based in part on an approach that was effective over time in bringing Iran to the negotiating
table. While the economic and political contexts of Iran and Sudan are quite different,1 as are the
underlying U.S. national security and foreign policy interests and exigencies, the fact is that both
governments have become severely compromised due to isolation from the global financial system,
largely as a result of banks de-risking in the wake of tighter global enforcement of sanctions. This
financial isolation has created leverage with the government of Sudan—leverage that so far is not being
utilized in a broader peace strategy—and opened a new opportunity to press for concessions on issues
that have seemed intractable for decades. Iran, like Sudan, had been the target of comprehensive U.S.
sanctions for more than two decades, but it took a series of innovative, intensified, and targeted
measures, principally from 2009 to 2013, to finally turn off Tehran’s lifelines and push the Iranians to
engage in serious negotiations. At the same time, Washington used a range of approaches to ease the
burden of some of these pressures on the Iranian people. What followed was an intense, serious, and
engaged multilateral diplomatic process that led to the signing of a landmark agreement on Iran’s
nuclear program.2 Today, Sudan more closely resembles the belligerent and uncooperative Iran of 2007
to 2010: deserving of and susceptible to modernized sanctions that can finally support an end to the
Khartoum regime’s violent kleptocratic behavior.
U.S. leaders should adopt elements of the playbook used with Iran and other recent crises that are
appropriate to the Sudanese political and economic context. Leaders should begin by immediately
ratcheting up financial pressure and tightening sanctions enforcement on Sudan, deploying more
focused, enhanced, and modernized sanctions that more sharply target the military and financial assets
of those most responsible for continuing conflict, atrocities, and mass corruption in Sudan. 3 At the same
time, the Obama administration should quickly provide needed guidance to minimize the unintended
consequences of the existing sanctions measures that have harmed the medical, humanitarian, peopleto-people, and academic sectors in Sudan.
The United States should deploy this combination of tightened and eased sanctions measures to bring
the Sudanese regime to a more inclusive, single, unified peace process that aims for a negotiated
political transition in Sudan. The U.S. role would be to provide the leverage to catalyze such a unified
peace process that leads to a truly inclusive peace deal in Sudan, the verified implementation of which
would trigger the eventual removal of sanctions and bring debt relief and normalized relations with the
United States.
Previous roadmap approaches to ending atrocities and pursuing peace in Sudan featuring incremental
quid pro quo exchanges have failed, in part because of a lack of more effective pressures and meaningful
incentives. Stove-piped, non-inclusive peace processes separating the parties and conflicts in Darfur, the
Two Areas of South Kordofan and Blue Nile, and the political opposition have likewise failed. The current
efforts by the African Union’s High-Level Implementation Panel (AUHIP) reinforce this conclusion.4 The
regime in Khartoum has undermined every peace process aimed at addressing Sudan’s internal conflicts
since the Comprehensive Peace Agreement, which ended the North-South war in 2005. The Sudanese
government effectively uses these peace talks as a means to divide opposition and undermine progress
toward an end to conflict, because leading regime figures have benefited financially from the state of
insecurity and absence of rule of law which this hijacked government has cultivated. The regime has
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thus undermined any potentially promising political agreement, and the United States and other
partners have not heretofore cultivated the leverage necessary to change the calculations in Khartoum
from war to peace.
Suddenly, however, that leverage has emerged serendipitously as a result of the Iran sanctions push. To
build on this opportunity, robust efforts on three simultaneous fronts are needed in a new strategy:
enhanced, targeted financial pressures; measures to ameliorate the impact of sanctions on
humanitarian efforts; and a much more robust and internationally supported peace strategy.
The Obama administration—backed by a bipartisan group of congressmen and congresswomen—can
use enhanced financial leverage to press the Sudanese government to unify the three currently
disaggregated and ineffective negotiations forums (Darfur, the Two Areas, and the National Dialogue)
and ensure that the root causes of conflict are addressed inclusively and comprehensively.
Ideally, this enhanced and modernized sanctions regime could be implemented through a new
presidential executive order and, potentially, legislation on Capitol Hill, where the Congressional Caucus
on Sudan and South Sudan pursues congressional action to peace and human rights in the two
countries. The United States should also deeply engage other countries with influence to pursue their
own targeted pressures and incentives on the Sudanese government in order to buttress a wider
international push for peace in Sudan.

Introduction
Atrocities in Darfur, which rage still today against a backdrop of brutal attacks in other parts of Sudan as
well, put the country at the center of international news coverage and policy debates a decade ago. The
George W. Bush administration called the crimes in Darfur genocide and said the Sudanese government
and the paramilitary Janjaweed forces were responsible. The pressure for action by other U.S. leaders—
including then-Senators Barack Obama, Joe Biden, Hillary Clinton, and John Kerry—quickly grew with the
rise of a public movement in the United States, one of whose inspirations was then-professor Samantha
Power. Genocide survivors, human rights advocates, students, faith-based groups, and celebrities
advocated strongly together for the people of Darfur. And American lawmakers took action in response.
Many who currently serve in the Obama administration and in Congress spearheaded U.S. responses to
Darfur’s agony. As numerous pieces of legislation passed in the mid-2000s,5 U.S. sanctions on the
Sudanese government—which had first been levied in 1997—were also expanded in 2006.6 Today there
is bipartisan interest and momentum on Capitol Hill to tighten these sanctions. Amid these measures
against the Sudanese government, the U.S. government has remained the largest funder of
humanitarian aid to Sudan and has provided billions of dollars7 in life-saving assistance to millions of
Sudanese people who have been displaced from their homes and now live in camps because of the
Sudanese government’s policies.
For decades, the Sudanese regime has remained defiant in the face of U.S. sanctions and the designation
by the United States since 1993 of Sudan as a state sponsor of terrorism. Sudan has appeared
impervious to U.S. and multilateral pressures to end atrocities and bring peace. With the support of its
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neighbors, its regional and Persian Gulf allies and its oil money, for many years the regime in Khartoum
has had the means to wage war relentlessly in multiple concurrent internal armed conflicts. It has used
starvation as a weapon while siphoning off the natural resource wealth of the country for personal
enrichment and the protection of the leadership and system the regime has constructed. The regime
has robbed the Sudanese people to pay for the means to kill them, impoverish them, and enrich
themselves as they consolidate a violent kleptocracy and brutally repress unarmed opposition and civil
society elements.
These Sudanese leaders now seek relief from the economic consequences of their militarism and
atrocities from the same U.S. leaders who most strongly condemned the regime’s crimes, championed
action on Darfur, and supported heavier sanctions to target the regime’s activities a decade ago. The
regime’s vulnerabilities and the threat it continues to pose to its own people can now be leveraged and
targeted even more effectively by U.S. policymakers because of Sudan’s financial isolation that is due to
tightened sanctions enforcement, principally targeted at Iran.
Over many years, the United States and other countries pressured banks to stop dealing with Iran—
based on evidence of the Tehran regime’s participation in criminal activities, and of the efforts by
Iranian entities to deceive banks and circumvent sanctions. The United States and others then tightened
sanctions enforcement to create leverage for nuclear negotiations with Iran. Major international banks
that tried to circumvent these financial measures and other sanctions paid huge fines, including the
record $8.9 billion paid in 2015 by BNP Paribas.8 These largely Iran-related enforcement actions have
made banks fearful of sanctions violations and have had the potentially unintended consequence of
limiting Sudan’s access to international financial institutions. To avoid enforcement penalties for
sanctions violations and to avoid possible designation for providing support to sanctioned individuals
and entities, many financial institutions strengthened their due diligence practices—enhancing
compliance programs, strengthening internal controls, improving internal audits, and training
employees. In some cases, they accelerated efforts to “de-risk,” or end engagement with accounts and
clients for which the sanctions compliance risk was deemed to outweigh the returns of doing business
and prohibit new business in any currency with sanctioned entities. Sudanese accounts have been
subject to de-risking in part because of the existence of sanctions but also because of the extremely
risky nature of the business environment. This shift by banks has isolated Sudan’s ruling elites, who are
completely dependent on the international financial system to monetize their massive ill-gotten gains
from the violent kleptocracy they have constructed, and who use those gains for self-enrichment and
the funding of attacks against people in the country’s periphery. The leaders of this regime are now
desperate to bring an end to the sanctions, especially before the remainder of their correspondent
banking network is shut off.

Concerns with the Negative Impact of Sanctions
Sanctions relief has replaced debt relief as the primary preoccupation of the ruling elites in Sudan.
Blaming Sudan’s economic woes and poor healthcare access on U.S. sanctions, the Sudanese regime has
organized a significant international campaign to have U.S. sanctions lifted. This campaign has played
out in the domestic and international press, through multiple diplomatic channels and in multiple
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international forums at the United Nations, the African Union, and the Arab League, and by individual
governments that support the Sudanese government.9
While a number of Sudanese analysts and advocates in recent years have questioned the Sudanese
regime’s stance on U.S. sanctions,10 a number of U.N. and non-governmental humanitarian
organizations operating in Sudan have legitimately pointed to the negative impact of U.S. sanctions. To
transfer money and materials for their operations in Sudan, these service providers must obtain specific
authorization from the U.S. Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) and, in some
cases, also from the U.S. Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security. Service providers say
these specific licenses can be difficult to obtain and must be renewed periodically in a process that can
be slow and cumbersome, leaving some to choose not to go through the process at all. At times, the
process may not be sufficient to achieve what is needed or expected: funds and medical devices like
surgical sutures and cancer screening equipment sometimes are simply not approved by all necessary
official parties for transfer to Sudan, resulting in losses to the Sudanese people who need them.11 Even
with an OFAC license, many service providers, banks, or other parties necessary to make a shipment
happen—especially smaller banks that cannot afford the risk of possible heavy fines for what can be
technical violations and may not have the resources to do due diligence on all of the payments—may
refuse all transactions with Sudan, even those that are specifically approved in a license or otherwise
not subject to sanctions.12 The challenges with respect to Sudan are reflective of a problem that these
organizations face globally, and U.S. policymakers must take steps where possible, some of which are
described below, to address this problem.13
Some Sudanese businessmen—who may have ties with the regime but who also help build semi-private,
economically productive sectors of the economy in agriculture, manufacturing, and import-export of
food products—also say that U.S. sanctions are harming their enterprises. They have advocated further
easing of U.S. sanctions on specific products or sectors, including financial transfers for these products
or sectors. Business leaders have also described difficulties and lengthy delays with securing U.S.
licenses for approved activities and transactions with entities covered by exemptions or general
licenses.14 Sudanese business leaders, however, also acknowledge that the Sudanese regime’s
corruption and mismanagement of the national economy is greatly aggravating the economic situation
and the overall investment climate. Many investors and banks do not wish to do business in Sudan
because they see little reward for great risk. The country has seen capital flight in its own businesses, a
process that has dramatically accelerated over the last few years due to desperation of national
investors in the face of wrong-headed policies and pervasive corruption. Reflecting this trend, Sudanese
private sector entrepreneurs have consistently ranked among the top five largest investors in the
thriving national economy of neighboring Ethiopia.15 Sudan has suffered decades of underdevelopment.
Most of the working, professional and middle classes have departed or been devastated—driven into
poverty due to the regime’s economic policies and actions.16 Recent decreases in global oil prices, which,
even if they reach greater price stability, are unlikely to rise sharply in the medium term, also may play a
role in undermining the economic basis of Sudan’s patronage system.
The U.S. government can and must do more to alleviate the negative impact of sanctions on the
humanitarian, social, and economic service providers that support the Sudanese public, and we describe
specific measures to this end below. However, the Sudanese government’s tactic of elevating the role of
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U.S. sanctions in the hardships experienced by Sudanese people and minimizing the role played by the
regime in diverting the public’s money from development—and mismanaging the money or using it to
fund war against the citizens—should be challenged. Sudan’s foreign exchange shortage,17 high external
debt ($45.1 billion with 85 percent in arrears),18 and leakage of funds from mass corruption19 have
collectively created acute economic vulnerabilities for the regime. The regime spends less than four
percent of its annual official budget on public health and education combined,20 while committing more
than 60 percent of its budget to the military and security sector.21 However, as the regime also runs a
covert budget for its military, security, and police forces—one that is not subject to the oversight of the
Ministry of Finance or the scrutiny of the country’s National Audit Chamber—the budget of the security
sector is likely even higher than what the government of Sudan is willing to acknowledge in official
documentation, in spite of public rhetoric. In December 2015, President Omar al-Bashir was quoted by
Sudan Tribune as saying “if 100% of the state’s budget was allocated to the army to secure the country
then that is still not enough” in remarks made at the Sudan Air Force headquarters.22
The regime’s own economic vulnerabilities—and not its concern for the welfare of the Sudanese
people—drive this concerted multi-front campaign to lift U.S. sanctions. The United States should not
succumb to diversionary tactics and a manipulation of the humanitarian imperative—tantamount to
blackmail—from a government that continues to terrorize and persecute its own people.

Sanctions Modernization: Pressures and Impacts
To build on the newfound leverage it now has with the Sudanese government, the Obama
administration should enhance that leverage by deploying a new wave of modernized sanctions tools
that can more effectively target top regime officials and their commercial interests. These tools may
include:
x
x
x
x

Sanctions on foreign financial institutions that facilitate the al-Bashir regime’s most egregious
activities;
Focused anti-money laundering measures;
Efforts directed at elements of the weapons and mining sectors, the latter specifically for
projects in conflict areas;
Anti-corruption sanctions against individuals and entities facilitating public corruption; and
Increased designation and enforcement of targeted sanctions on specific companies owned by
Sudan’s National Intelligence and Security Service (NISS), the Sudan Armed Forces (SAF), and
companies owned by other senior government officials—areas where sanctions enforcement
has been weak.

At the same time, as discussed above and outlined in detail below, a range of measures should be taken
to ease some of the negative impacts of sanctions on humanitarian, medical, agricultural, academic, and
people-to-people activities in Sudan. These steps can reassure the Sudanese population that sanctions
are not the cause of their economic woes and that the United States stands with them in countering the
humanitarian crisis. In addition, expanding these measures may foster greater international support for
the pressures described above, and perhaps help secure useful cooperation from key countries. As such,
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this effort should be connected to a public diplomacy campaign by the United States that spells out how
the sanctions are targeted and not aimed at obstructing the importation of medicine and other
humanitarian goods.
Modernizing pressures
When assessing the need to “modernize” Sudan sanctions, it is critical to appreciate how different the
U.S. financial pressure toolbox looked when the sanctions were originally imposed in 1997, compared to
how the toolbox looks today. The types of measures used as of the mid-1990s were mostly
comprehensive in nature; the concept of targeted designations was only beginning to be utilized around
that time. The Patriot Act’s anti-money laundering provisions, which provide significant authority to the
U.S. Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), did not come into place
until after 9/11, and newer approaches developed with respect to Iran and Ukraine/Russia are less than
six years old.
The U.S. sanctions regime for Sudan may appear to be a vestige, but it remains relevant and should be
modernized to incorporate these new techniques.23 So, which pressures should be employed in order to
advance the strategy outlined above and focus on the available leverage and opportunity? Recognizing
that time remaining in this administration is short, resources are limited, and that too many measures at
once may confuse allies and dilute the U.S. message, we propose a limited number of priority actions
below, adapted to Sudan’s context. Depending on how these actions are implemented, we may propose
other options in future reports. The suggestions are not chosen randomly, but rather derive from an
assessment—through Enough’s sustained conflict analysis of Sudan and the broader region and the
financial investigations undertaken by our new initiative, The Sentry—of which measures can have the
greatest and most immediate impact. The recommended actions described below focus on gathering
and using tangible data on the principal vulnerabilities to which the Sudanese regime and its close allies
are exposed, so that policy options are evaluated and selected in direct relation to available evidence.24
1. Direct outreach to foreign banks, followed within two to four months by sanctions focused on
the foreign banks facilitating the regime’s worst violations.
Despite nearly 20 years of sanctions and the increased enforcement in recent years, principally
in relation to efforts on Iran, the al-Bashir regime has managed to establish a financial network
around the world to elude the full impact that sanctions intend. Until that system is further
disrupted to cut off the last lifelines, any new U.S. strategy will struggle to create the level of
financial leverage necessary for the regime to rethink its policies.
The economic sanctions currently in place and described further in Annex 1 are “primary”
sanctions, i.e. they apply to U.S. persons25 and their conduct related to Sudan. Only U.S. persons
can violate primary sanctions, and when they do, they can pay a fine or be prosecuted. The U.S.
government also applies this definition to operations and activities taking place in the United
States, such as use of the U.S. financial system; this was the basis for “primary” sanctions
enforcement against BNP Paribas and other foreign banks. Extraterritorial or “secondary”
sanctions are applicable to non-U.S. persons and seek to hold them accountable for transactions
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over which the United States otherwise does not have jurisdiction. These measures were
ultimately used to great effect against Iran starting in 2010,26 but they began through the
diplomatic outreach to foreign governments and banks by the U.S. Treasury Department,
principally with Stuart Levey, the then-undersecretary for terrorism and financial intelligence.27
There may be differences in the contexts of Iran and Sudan, but the impetus for pressure on
foreign banks is similar.
Sudanese banks have maintained correspondent relationships across G7 and G20 jurisdictions,28
which is how they have managed to withstand comprehensive U.S. sanctions to date. The
Obama administration should spend the next two to four months pressuring some of these
banks holding correspondent accounts for Sudanese banks to cease any banking activities that
allow the al-Bashir regime to procure weapons for use against the Sudanese people, provide
safe haven to terrorists, or engage in grand corruption. This initial engagement by the U.S.
government would allow banks to take their own steps prior to the imposition of sanctions.29
Should banks not take the necessary measures, the Obama administration could pursue two
types of sanctions, either type requiring a new presidential executive order. First, the executive
order should provide designation criteria for persons providing “material support” or “financial
assistance” to the government of Sudan for the al-Bashir regime’s most egregious activities,
such as weapons-related transactions and laundering of the proceeds of corruption. The current
sanctions only contain a “material support” provision pursuant to Executive Order 13400,
meaning the scope is limited to support for the limited number of actors designated with
respect to the conflict in Darfur. This new criterion would enable full asset blocking on a broader
scale. Second, modeling provisions such as those set out in the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions,
Accountability, and Divestment Act of 2010 (CISADA)30 and Section 1245 of the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2012 (NDAA)31, the Obama administration should issue a new
executive order to establish secondary sanctions on those foreign financial institutions outside
Sudan that continue to facilitate these defined activities. As with CISADA and the NDAA, these
secondary sanctions would not necessarily mean a fine or a blocking of the assets of any foreign
bank engaged in such facilitation. Instead, the secondary sanctions would enable the Obama
administration to impose such measures as limiting the bank’s access to the U.S. financial
system through the cessation of correspondent accounts, limitation on the bank’s ability to deal
in foreign exchange, and others.32 Once this type of action is taken, the Obama administration
should follow the model used with respect to Iran and provide guidance to other institutions on
the due diligence expectations with respect to the penalized banks.33
2. Targeting the conflict gold and weapons sectors.
Gold is a key driver of conflict in parts of Sudan, as described in previous reports by the Enough
Project.34 The most recent U.N. Panel of Experts report on Darfur, which has, to date, reportedly
been blocked from publication by Russia,35 detailed this dynamic and nearly led to the U.N.
Security Council inclusion of due diligence-related language in its latest resolution. In explaining
the U.S. vote on the resolution that ultimately did not contain that language, Ambassador
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Samantha Power spoke powerfully about the U.S. concerns that the Security Council could not
begin to address the role of natural resources in fueling conflict in Darfur.36
Ambassador Power could not have been more correct in her assessment of the Security Council.
The United States should step into the void left by the Security Council and lead in developing
more focused efforts to ensure that Sudanese gold is conflict-free. This set of efforts would have
three elements (a fourth related to gold is discussed in #5 below), one of which would also
target the weapons manufacturing sector, also a key economic sector for the regime:
2a. The U.S. government should engage in direct outreach to the gold industry, including
miners, traders, refiners, and end users, and their associations (the World Gold Council,
London Bullion Market Association, Responsible Jewellery Council, and many others) to
ask them to focus their members on the need for enhanced due diligence with respect
to Sudanese gold because of this gold’s connection to conflict and money laundering, as
discussed in #5 below. The United States should elevate concerns about Sudanese gold
in relevant international forums, such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) and within the regional body focused most on this issue, the
International Conference on the Great Lakes Region (ICGLR), which includes Sudan as a
member. But for the creation of South Sudan in 2011, gold from Sudan would fall within
the scope of the conflict minerals provision set out in section 1502 of the 2010 DoddFrank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, so the United States should
treat the issue with that level of concern. Outreach to the gold industry should come not
only from the U.S. State Department but also from the U.S. Treasury Department’s
Financial Crimes Investigation Network (FinCEN), the principal U.S. agency targeting
money laundering activities, including in the gold sector.
2b. The Obama administration should examine the potential for the application of the
sectoral sanctions models used with respect to Russia and, more recently and in a
different manner, North Korea37 to limit further development of mining in conflict
areas38 and of the weapons industry. This sectoral approach could be used as the basis
for further designations, but other options exist as well. For example, using the model of
Directive 2 under Executive Order 13662,39 which focused on the Russian energy sector,
the Obama administration could seek to limit terms of financing to new development
projects, specifically in the gold and arms manufacturing sectors, which are key
economic lifelines for the regime.
Given the existence of comprehensive sanctions, it is unlikely that U.S. financial
institutions are directly involved in any such financing in Sudan at this time, but owing to
the prevalence of the U.S. dollar in mining development and manufacturing, a sectoral
approach would, among other things, place pressure on the correspondent network and
indirect investment vehicles being used for this purpose.40 A sectoral sanctions approach
would (i) enable Treasury to target these conflict-connected activities directly; (ii)
ensure that they remain a specific point of leverage beyond the broad-based sanctions;
(iii) require the issue to be specifically addressed in any wind-down of sanctions in the
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future; and (iv) send a clear message to the private sector of the need to focus due
diligence on these sectors. The Obama administration should also evaluate other
pressures that can be applied within the context of the sectoral model.
2c. In addition to sectoral sanctions that target financing of mining in conflict areas, the
Sudan Sanctions Regulations could be amended to include a new prohibition on
transactions related to conflict-affected gold. A new prohibition could be implemented
as an amendment to Title 31 of the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, section 538.210,
which currently only prohibits petroleum-related transactions. Although already
covered by current prohibitions, as with sectoral sanctions, a focused measure on goldrelated transactions would ensure that specific leverage remains in place on this critical
sector in the context of any wind-down of other sanctions measures and also focus the
attention of the private sector.
3. Increased enforcement of existing sanctions.
OFAC’s Compliance and Enforcement Division is generally under-resourced and largely reliant on
external lead sources.41 As a result, there are fewer enforcement penalty actions for sanctions
programs with comparatively less public and political attention (when compared to Iran, Cuba,
North Korea, counter-terrorism, etc.). As noted by OFAC in its January 2009 report to Congress
on the effectiveness of sanctions, the agency collected only $1.53 million in penalties from 1998
to 2008.42 Large penalties in the Sudan sanctions and export control contexts in more recent
years have generally come as part of multifaceted cases rooted in violations of other sanctions
programs, for example in the context of Iran sanctions penalty actions against the large financial
institutions, oilfield services companies like Schlumberger43 and Weatherford,44 or insurance
companies.45 As such, existing sanctions on Sudan may not be robustly enforced, leading to the
argument that they have outlived their utility or do not work at all.
OFAC’s Compliance and Enforcement Division should be directed to focus attention on Sudan
sanctions, including in areas such as insurance and reinsurance, and also seek to cooperate with
agencies with relevant authorities in other sectors, such as the U.S. Commerce Department or
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.46 A penalty recently issued by OFAC against
Barclay’s Bank47 for violations related to sanctions on Zimbabwe shows the type of action
necessary to combat sanctions evasion by the government of Sudan, which, like Zimbabwe, also
uses dozens of front and shell companies that enable entities that should otherwise be
considered blocked pursuant to Executive Orders 13067 and 13412 to continue to conduct
business.48
4. Introduce anti-corruption sanctions and increase designations of companies owned by NISS and
key regime elites.
There remains a need to designate for targeted sanctions key regime actors, as well as their
domestic and foreign facilitators and enablers. Although some of these actors may be eligible to
be identified for sanctions under the government of Sudan-focused provisions of Executive
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Order 13067 and 13412, the Obama administration should use a new executive order to expand
on the designation criteria provided in Executive Order 13400. First and foremost, this new
order should target those facilitating public corruption, given corruption’s role in perpetuating
conflict and human rights violations.49 Even though those facilitating corruption may already be
blocked, this criterion should be used to designate actors within the government of Sudan in
order to ensure this issue specifically is addressed and remains a specific tool of leverage.
Additional criteria would apply to involvement in other violent conflicts within Sudan beyond
Darfur—including the ones raging in Blue Nile and South Kordofan states. A new presidential
executive order should be coupled with a robust annex, or an immediate follow-on series of
designations, to demonstrate that these measures will be robustly implemented. The network
of companies owned by the NISS and other elements of the Sudanese regime’s security sector
should be the principal targets.50
5. Anti-money laundering advisory focused on gold and corruption.
FinCEN is the principal U.S. agency targeting money laundering activities, and it has devoted
comparatively little attention to money laundering in sub-Saharan Africa, unless connected to
narcotics or terrorism. FinCEN has a diverse array of authorities, some quite powerful. One
underappreciated tool is an advisory, which can be issued publicly or privately to financial
institutions, putting them on notice to guard against specific types of activities or “red flags”
that reflect money laundering. Financial institutions have an incentive to screen for typologies
identified in such advisories in order to demonstrate that they have satisfied their regulatory
obligations to implement effective anti-money laundering programs that are appropriate for the
risks that they face. Such advisories also encourage financial institutions to file suspicious
activity reports (commonly referred to as “SARs”) on the identified activity, which may provide
authorities with additional information that is useful for identifying and targeting these activities
and the bad actors involved, creating a virtuous cycle of increasingly useful advisories and
prophylactic action by banks. Gold dealers are also covered by FinCEN’s authorities.
The spike in gold production and trade in recent years, particularly when extraordinary
production totals are attributed to artisanal mining, makes this sector extremely vulnerable to
money laundering51 in a country where corruption52 and the low levels of financial transparency
have generally created concerns about the potential for money laundering activities.53
Sudan’s own anti-money laundering framework was only recently taken off the Financial Action
Task Force list of high-risk and non-cooperative jurisdictions.54 Although no longer on this list of
failing systems, the system overall in Sudan remains weak, meaning the country’s own
authorities are likely in no position to take sufficient action. As such, the issuing of a FinCEN
advisory would serve as a good first step toward demonstrative action against money laundering
from Sudan and in assisting in the evaluation of possible targets of future FinCEN action, such as
use of some of the special measures set forth in Section 311 of the Patriot Act.55
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6. Asset tracing and recovery.
As the Obama administration and other governments identify information related to tangible
assets that are the proceeds of corruption, such as real property in jurisdictions in Europe and
Asia, information should be directed to the FBI and divisions within the U.S. Justice Department
that support the Kleptocracy Asset Recovery Initiative, which includes to a new team of
investigators focused exclusively on kleptocracy in Africa. FinCEN should be directed to evaluate
SAR data for possible identification of assets.
Addressing individual impacts
As sanctions pressures have become increasingly sophisticated, so too have the ways that the United
States can ease the impact on ordinary people and build positive relationships between the American
people and those suffering under the targeted regime. In the case of U.S. sanctions on Sudan, there are
already a number of licenses in place to allow for the activities of humanitarian and religious
organizations,56 exports of food, medicine, or medical devices from the United States,57 and provision of
personal communications hardware, software, and services.58 Although pressures are intended to
impose costs, more can be done to expand use of these existing general licenses that exempt a number
of specifically described transactions from the prohibitions and to develop others.
1. Specific messaging on bank de-risking in the wake of modernized pressures, including a
potential “non-enforcement” approach (see also #5).
Modernized sanctions measures that can lead to direct sanctioning and the impact of
substantially increased penalties have led many financial institutions to shed business deemed
too risky. Sudan is already in this category for many foreign banks because of the risky business
environment and the U.S. and more limited U.N. sanctions. When the U.S. pressures increase, as
we argue should be done, so too will the likelihood of further de-risking. Although some derisking will be inevitable, the Obama administration should, as suggested above, engage directly
with banks and banking authorities—including state financial authorities.59 If this outreach is
proactive and clear as to what the targets of concern are—and are not—then banks may be
more willing to continue to do business that is needed with the Sudanese individuals whose
enterprises are demonstrably not linked to those of the regime and to ensure U.S. persons can
take advantage of the additional licensing mentioned in the following paragraphs.
There have been no magic wands to balance de-risking with financial inclusion in any context;
the issues are too complex and multi-layered for easy approaches.60 One measure that can have
a positive impact as a first step is clear messaging from the Obama administration as to what the
focal areas of risk are, and where engagement would be encouraged.61 If this messaging is
unsuccessful, the Obama administration should investigate the potential of a “nonenforcement” approach for banking services related to certain categories of transactions, such
as those for international and non-governmental organizations. This would give comfort to
banks that they would not face potentially substantial penalties for inadvertent violations made
when supporting important services for the Sudanese people.62
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The bottom line, however, is that Sudan is a very risky jurisdiction for financial institutions, with
limited reward in terms of scale of the market, which is a clear distinction with Iran. Even if all
sanctions were removed overnight, this would still be the case: Sudan would still be a very risky
jurisdiction with little reward for a financial institution implementing expected levels of due
diligence. Countries on the continent and around the globe, like Ethiopia and Indonesia, not
subject to sanctions are also facing de-risking.63 Until Sudan is a safer and less corrupt place to
do business, there is only so much that the United States can, or arguably should, do.
2. General licensing for some categories of exports to Sudan—but include public reporting
modeled on Burma Responsible Investment Reporting Requirements.
One of the principal complaints of the regime and health professionals both allied and not allied
with the regime is that the sanctions overwhelmingly burden healthcare in Sudan. The regime,
of course, fails to admit to its own very low levels of spending on healthcare64 and its outright
devastation of the sector, or that U.S. persons can obtain specific licenses from OFAC for
medicine and medical devices, as required under the Trade Sanctions Reform and Export
Enhancement Act of 2000 (TSRA).65
2a. Although TSRA enables these exports already, more can be done to increase the
interest in exporting to Sudan. For example, OFAC can model the general licenses
implemented in the Iran sanctions context for medicine, medical devices, and spare
parts. In 2012, as new pressures were being deployed regularly against Tehran, OFAC
changed the specific licensing requirement for export of medicine and medical devices
to Iran under TSRA to a general license, meaning that no individual license application
and processing was necessary.66 This step was never taken for Sudan, so potential
exporters must still obtain licenses on a case-by-case basis.
Similarly, in 2011, OFAC finalized a general license under TSRA for the export of food to
both Iran and Sudan. But in 2014, when OFAC expanded the general license to allow for
export of agricultural commodities and spare parts for medical devices, it only did so for
Iran.67
These omissions should be rectified, and both steps to expand the availability and scope
of TSRA general licenses should be taken for Sudan. At the same time these two steps
are taken, OFAC should be tasked to ensure that all steps pursued in recent years to
ease any exporting under TSRA are also extended to Sudan.68 These steps will not only
demonstrate good faith to the Sudanese people but also reassure banks that are
considering whether to provide financing for these transactions.
2b. When expanding the TSRA general licenses, the Obama administration should also
adapt the model of the Burma Responsible Investment Reporting Requirements69 and
establish that use of any general license’s provisions above a certain amount (e.g.,
$100,000 in gross sales) should be accompanied by a public report that outlines who the
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company dealt with in the country, how it conducted due diligence, whether the
transactions involved any engagement with the NISS or military, and what impact the
transactions had on human rights. The Burma requirements have been lauded as a
constructive and important step70 for U.S. businesses working in a complex
environment. General Electric, a potentially important actor in the Sudanese healthcare
context, recently chose to file a report because of its “commitment to transparency,”
even though it believed it was not required to do so.71 Given the impending release of
the U.S. National Action Plan on Responsible Business Conduct,72 including a version of
these requirements for Sudan and ensuring that most or all of the report content is
made public will increase transparency and allow for more effective study of possible
future licensing. This reporting can also help to stem de-risking by providing banks with
another avenue for information and insight into the business climate in Sudan.73
3. Provide general licenses and/or “expedited consideration” for specific licenses to enable
academic and people-to-people exchanges with Sudan.
The U.S. government has expanded the scope of general licenses available for engagement with
Sudan in recent years, in areas such as personal communications74 and some professional and
academic exchanges.75 The United States can and should, however, do much more to promote
direct U.S. engagement with the Sudanese people, which would not only demonstrate good
faith but offer additional opportunities for financial institutions to engage in clean activities in
Sudan. Models for each of the following can be found in the Iran and Cuba sanctions programs
and should be expanded to incorporate Sudan or ensure that the full range of general licensing
has been extended to Sudan: participating in professional meetings or public conferences;
exhibitions, and performances;76 establishing exchange agreements with Sudanese
institutions;77 conducting professional research;78 offering programs on independent media
training, environmental issues, and human rights;79 and hosting or participating in amateur
sports activities.80
To the extent that general licenses are determined to not be possible to issue for some or all of
these situations, the Obama administration could develop a model for “expedited
consideration” of specific license requests. Section 413 of the Iran Threat Reduction and Syria
Human Rights Act of 2012 provides for such consideration in cases where a license application is
submitted in conjunction with a project that includes U.S. government assistance. 81
Implementation of this provision resulted in a procedure where, except in limited cases, the U.S.
State Department has 30 days to provide foreign policy guidance on an application, and OFAC
must process the application within 90 days.82 The U.S. departments of Treasury and State
should evaluate the potential to replicate this model for Sudan and possibly extend it to other
types of specific licensing cases.
While appropriate and rigorous vetting procedures will need to accompany these processes, the
importance of establishing better people-to-people ties between the United States and Sudan
cannot be overstated. The range of academics and ordinary citizens who have experience with
the United States is shrinking, and young people have little direct exposure to the United States.
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Efforts that focus on youth in particular can have important long-term impact on U.S.-Sudan
relations.
4. Resolve the specific licensing jurisdiction duplication between the departments of Treasury and
Commerce.
Sudan is one of a small number of sanctions programs where, in some cases, companies still
need to get a license from both OFAC (in the U.S. Treasury Department) and the U.S. Commerce
Department to conduct an export.83 This makes obtaining a license for Sudan more
bureaucratically complicated than for Iran or Cuba, where the agencies formally divided
responsibilities. Thus, an exporter of goods to Sudan generally needs two licenses for an export,
while an exporter to Iran would only need one.
This is a burden that can be reduced without significant harm to the sanctions program and can
ensure that the Sudanese beneficiaries receive authorized items with minimal bureaucratic
delays. This can be resolved through a delegation of authorities, which would need to be
facilitated by the White House.
5. Expand the list of entities owned or controlled by the government of Sudan.
Although this sounds at first blush like an additional pressure, the effort to make public more
names of entities that are owned or controlled by the government of Sudan would help to
counteract private sector de-risking that can affect the willingness of Western banks and entities
to undertake even business that is allowed. That is, as described above, even in cases when
there is a license in place, banks may be reluctant to provide services for fear that there is a
government of Sudan entity or other latent compliance issue in the picture. By significantly
expanding the Specially Designated Nationals (SDN) list, which includes 157 government of
Sudan owned-or-controlled entities at present (11 of which are domestic banks), the U.S.
Treasury Department would provide banks with a clearer picture and increase the comfort level
for engaging in authorized transactions.

Deploying the Enhanced Leverage for Peace
The goal of these modernized measures is to deploy them in the service of bringing the Sudanese
regime to a more inclusive, single, unified peace process that aims for a negotiated transition to
democracy. The U.S. role would be to provide the leverage to propel a process that leads to a truly
inclusive peace deal in Sudan, the verified implementation of which would trigger the eventual removal
of sanctions along with debt relief and normalized relations with the United States.
Khartoum has effectively utilized a divide-and-rule approach to negotiations, ensuring each
constituency—including but not limited to those from war zones in Darfur, South Kordofan, and Blue
Nile as well as the political opposition—must look out for its own interests rather than collaborate with
others for a more comprehensive solution. All of the peace deals signed to date have been partial and
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largely unimplemented, with the significant exception of the part of the 2005 agreement that led to the
South Sudan referendum. Ongoing efforts by the Sudanese opposition to present a more unified
approach have not yet fulfilled their promise, in part because of the regime’s tactics.
Current efforts spearheaded by the African Union’s High-Level Implementation Panel (AUHIP) for the
Two Areas, the Doha-led process aimed at bringing stability to Darfur, and the Sudanese governmentsponsored National Dialogue have all exhibited very little chance for success and are largely devoid of
new ideas for how to break the deadly status quo. The main agreement that led to South Sudan’s
independence, the 2005 Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA), has not seen the implementation of
the crucial provisions dealing with institutional reform in Sudan itself, autonomy for war-torn areas, and
democratization. Khartoum’s approach to the conflicts in its periphery are unleashing centrifugal forces
that will make Sudan ungovernable in the long term and could threaten Sudan’s ability to maintain its
integrity as a nation-state—an outcome which should be prevented if at all possible.
The easing of U.S. financial pressure on the Sudanese regime would come with verifiable progress at key
junctures in the regime’s implementation of a new, truly inclusive national peace process that leads to a
political transition. This approach would replace previous “roadmap” models that front-loaded many
detailed trade-offs related to humanitarian, human rights, counter-terrorism, and peace process
concerns. What we are suggesting backloads the major quid pro quos: implement a credible deal and
then sanctions relief and normalization follow. A new, unified peace process and agreement would by
definition be comprehensive only if it involved the government, opposition parties that have boycotted
the government’s controlled dialogue, armed opposition, populations directly affected by the conflict,
and independent civil society organizations.
In order to enhance U.S. diplomatic efforts in support of the success of a new strategy, additional
personnel must be deployed. The United States has one envoy, Ambassador Donald Booth, and one staff
for two major crises: those in Sudan and South Sudan. South Sudan has received the bulk of the
attention from the United States. To rectify that situation and enhance the diplomacy necessary to make
progress in Sudan, the United States should appoint either a separate envoy for South Sudan or a senior
deputy envoy to lead efforts on Sudan while the current envoy focuses on South Sudan. Further, once a
singular peace process is initiated, a U.S. ambassador to Sudan should be appointed as well, one who
could focus his or her efforts on the promotion of human rights and political transition in the country.
The U.S. State Department should add additional political and economic officer positions, graded to
require sufficient levels of experience and seniority, and with requisite language skills, to the U.S.
embassy in Khartoum to complement this agenda. A robust contingent of U.S. diplomats, who
concertedly engage in Arabic and other local languages with a broad range of Sudanese civil society
actors who are not directly associated with the regime, would enhance the effectiveness of the overall
strategy.
The appointment of a U.S. ambassador should be made only with verifiable progress toward an inclusive
peace process in Sudan, as it would otherwise be misread, be rendered absolutely ineffective in the
absence of a modernized financial pressure regime, and be exploited by Khartoum. Public U.S.
diplomacy will be key in all of this, as the Sudanese people and broader international community need
to understand that an enhanced U.S. effort is focused in support of peace and democracy, and the U.S.
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government will make every effort to ensure that its financial pressures do not unduly harm civilian
populations in Sudan, but target the Sudanese leaders, who have enriched themselves at the expense of
the people

Conclusion
Despite all evidence to the contrary, the government of Sudan insists that U.S. sanctions are the sole
reason for the country’s collapsing economy and unending humanitarian crises. Over the last year, the
regime has embarked on an extensive and creative campaign of manipulation and deceit to cajole
policymakers into ending U.S. sanctions. With support from Washington, D.C. law firms and lobbyists,
Khartoum has engaged in a sometimes surreal charm offensive to press for the end of sanctions as the
cure for all of the country’s woes.84
On the contrary, the government of Sudan is ultimately at fault for the hardships that the Sudanese
people face. U.S. sanctions do not bomb Sudanese civilians, use starvation as a weapon, allocate a large
percentage of the country’s budget to the bloated military and security sectors,85 or engage in human
rights abuses and international humanitarian law violations so egregious as to result in charges of
genocide at the International Criminal Court. The policies and actions of the al-Bashir regime justify
enhanced and modernized U.S. sanctions. The government of Sudan does not deserve sanctions relief or
debt relief so long as it undermines inclusive peace in Sudan and diverts public financial and military
resources to attacking the Sudanese people and enriching itself.
The Obama administration is populated at the highest levels by people who have spent considerable
time at certain points during their careers defending the people of Sudan. An opportunity exists near the
end of this administration to invest in a new approach that builds leverage and uses that influence in
support of a fresh diplomatic initiative that has a chance to move this long-tormented country closer to
peace. There very likely may not be a better chance to achieve peace in Sudan for many years to come.

Annex 1: Sudan Sanctions Primer
In 1997, President Clinton used his authorities under the International Emergencies Economic Powers
Act (IEEPA) and National Emergencies Act (NEA) to issue Executive Order 13067 and impose
comprehensive economic sanctions against Sudan. The national emergency declared with respect to
Sudan in this order focused on the country’s “continued support for international terrorism; ongoing
efforts to destabilize neighboring governments; and the prevalence of human rights violations, including
slavery and the denial of religious freedom.” The specific sanctions measures imposed included an
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import/export ban, prohibition on new investment, performance of contracts, or facilitation, and the
“blocking” of the government of Sudan, using the justifications referenced above.
The “blocking” provision means that any property interest of the government of Sudan, defined to
include all of its agencies and instrumentalities and any entity owned or controlled at a 50 percent or
higher level, must be blocked, or frozen, when in the possession of a U.S. person, often, but not
exclusively, a financial institution. U.S. persons are additionally prohibited from engaging in transactions
with all such sanctioned persons. This technically applies to any such entity meeting the 50 percent
threshold, even if not formally identified on the Specially Designated Nationals (SDN) list. Sanctions are
enforced by OFAC on a per se basis, meaning that no demonstration of intent is necessary to commit a
violation, even when the violation involves an entity not formally identified on the SDN list.
The structure of this program was altered somewhat in 2006 through Executive Order 13412 to, among
other things, exclude its application to pre-independence South Sudan, implementing changes required
by the 2006 Darfur Peace and Accountability Act.
Also in 2006, President George W. Bush issued separate and additional sanctions under Executive Order
13400, expanding the original national emergency to include Sudan’s policies and actions in Darfur,
specifically the “persistence of violence in Sudan’s Darfur region, particularly against civilians and
including sexual violence against women and girls, and by the deterioration of the security situation and
its negative impact on humanitarian assistance efforts.” This order, which itself is designed to
implement U.N. Security Council resolution 1591, required U.S. individuals and entities to block the
assets and to not transact with persons identified by the United States as meeting the criteria in the
order. Only seven individuals and one entity have been named under this presidential executive order
since 2006.
In addition to these economic sanctions imposed by presidential executive order and implemented
principally by the Treasury Department, the Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security
maintains jurisdiction over the export of controlled goods, technology, and services to Sudan. 86 Sudan
also remains on the State Sponsors of Terrorism List (SSTL), overseen by the State Department, which
brings additional restrictions related to economic and foreign assistance, export controls, international
financial institution voting, and direct financial transactions by U.S. persons.87

Annex 2: Abuse and Neglect in Sudan: The Regime’s Legacy
Sudan remains beset by conflict and instability, while the regime’s misguided economic policies have led
to a deteriorated economy and worsening humanitarian situation. If a presidential executive order were
to be issued today—as we argued above that one should—the language describing the national
emergency would be quite similar to that referenced in Annex 1.
In South Kordofan and Blue Nile, the Sudanese regime combines indiscriminate aerial bombardments
with the denial of humanitarian assistance, effectively attacking and then blockading these communities
from sorely needed medicine, food, and supplies. These policies have had an especially devastating
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effect on the people living in these conflict-affected areas. Now entering the fifth year of this conflict,
the people behind armed opposition lines in South Kordofan and Blue Nile states face growing food
insecurity as agricultural conditions worsen and emergency food relief grows increasingly difficult to
deliver.
In Darfur, the regime engages in a similar bombing campaign, particularly near Jebel Marra, where
recent indiscriminate attacks on an armed opposition stronghold had led to the forcible displacement of
105,000 people since the beginning of the year according to the United Nations.88 In all conflict areas,
but particularly in Darfur, the regime relies in its counterinsurgency efforts on locally recruited militias.
The Sudanese government-backed Rapid Support Forces (RSF), the most recent of these militias,
effectively operate as a better coordinated Janjaweed and use strikingly similar tactics to terrorize local
communities.89 At least 2.6 million people remain displaced in Darfur and killings, rape, and plunder
occur daily. At the same time, the regime has done everything in its power to impede and end UNAMID,
the hybrid AU-U.N. joint peacekeeping operation, even as violence and displacement continue, and
conflict over control over Darfur’s artisanal gold mining intensifies.
In 2011, South Sudan voted to secede, taking around 70 percent of what was Sudan’s oil wealth with it.
Despite six years to plan for this very likely outcome, the Sudanese government did virtually nothing to
prepare for the ensuing economic shock and the immense socioeconomic costs. Since South Sudan’s
secession, Sudan’s economy has continued to decline, as the regime struggles to replace the easy money
and foreign economic support that oil provided. President al-Bashir has responded by tightening his
inner circle, which now consists almost entirely of trusted family members and high-ranking military and
security officials. As al-Bashir has turned the regime further inward, the National Intelligence and
Security Services (NISS) along with other parastatal entities, such as the Rapid Support Forces have risen
in importance, making Sudan an even more authoritarian and oppressive state.
As the regime continues to massively under-invest in the country’s people and institutions, it also
continues to wage war against opposition groups and the civilian populations in Darfur, South Kordofan,
and Blue Nile, as described above. While armed conflict is limited to the rural areas, the regime’s
repression of civil society and subversion of the democratic process extends throughout the country.
Dissent is scarcely tolerated, and Sudan remains one of the most corrupt and least transparent countries
in the world. The farcical National Dialogue exemplifies the regime’s unwillingness to make meaningful
reforms or share power. Although years in the making, every important opposition group boycotted this
process noting the regime’s disingenuousness and stating that this dialogue is just another tactic to
misrepresent Sudan’s political situation and indefinitely delay reform.
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Endnotes

1

One important distinction, for example, lies in the political and economic power of the middle class and in the
regime’s concern for middle-class interests. Sudan’s middle class is struggling and disempowered, with limited
leverage over the regime in Khartoum. The Iranian regime wanted to placate the middle class and was concerned
about instability generated from their interests being consistently subverted by the sanctions. Personal
communication with international lawyer specialized in economic sanctions enforcement and obligations
associated with U.S. sanctions on Iran, Washington, D.C., March 2016.
2
January 16, 2016 was a milestone for the Iran nuclear deal. On that day, the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) verified that Iran had completed the required steps under the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA),
a framework deal adopted on October 18, 2015 by the P5+1 (China, France, Germany, Russia, the United Kingdom,
and the United States), the European Union, and the government of Iran to ensure that Iran’s nuclear program
would be exclusively peaceful. Many sanctions measures related directly to Iran’s nuclear activity that had been
imposed by the United Nations, the European Union, and the United States were immediately lifted. With respect
to U.S. sanctions, however, those that were lifted were almost exclusively extraterritorial or “secondary” sanctions
that mainly affect non-U.S. persons. With some exceptions, U.S. persons may not be involved in most business
with Iranian persons or entities; U.S. correspondent banks are still barred from clearing non-licensed U.S. dollar
transactions involving Iran and are obliged to block any funds in which a Specially Designated National (SDN) has
an interest; and U.S. export controls remain largely unchanged, aside from some activities that require specific
licenses. Significantly, a new general license issued by OFAC permits most transactions with Iran by non-U.S.
subsidiaries owned or controlled by a U.S. parent, albeit with many restrictions. The United States also de-listed
more than 400 names from the SDN list for Iran, but a large number of individuals and entities remain designated
and are subject to sanctions for reasons related to terrorism, human rights abuses, affiliation with Iran’s
Revolutionary Guards, and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Secondary sanctions still apply to these
SDNs, and non-U.S. persons can be punished for extending material support to them. It bears noting that less than
24 hours after the United States extended sanctions relief with Iran, the U.S. government imposed new, limited
sanctions on certain Iranian individuals and entities that had defied U.N. resolutions prohibiting ballistic missiles
tests. Finally, the JCPOA contains a provision for immediately resuming EU and U.S. sanctions—without a U.N.
Security Council vote—if Iran is found to have failed in its commitments to reduce its nuclear arms under the deal.
As a totality, this demonstrates that many sanctions with respect to Iran remain in place, as what is essential for
broad-based sanctions relief is verified implementation over a period of time, rather than verbal commitments.
3
We recognize that what is presented here is a somewhat simplified version of the “playbook” used in Iran and
elsewhere, but this is necessary for two reasons. First, every situation is inherently nuanced and complex in a way
that cannot be fully represented in a brief report. Second, and more importantly, the time remaining for the
Obama administration to act is short, so we extract here those analogies and elements of most relevance and that
can be deployed with the greatest effect and with the most efficient use of resources.
4
On March 21, 2016, despite the widespread opposition of several key Sudanese stakeholders, the AUHIP chair,
Thabo Mbeki, and the government of Sudan signed a roadmap agreement on addressing conflict in Darfur, South
Kordofan, and Blue Nile. Opponents and non-signatories to this roadmap agreement included the influential
unarmed political opposition group National Umma Party and some of the most powerful armed opposition groups
in Darfur, South Kordofan, and Blue Nile: the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement-North (SPLM-N), Justice and
Equality Movement (JEM), and the Sudan Liberation Movement group led by Minni Minawi (SLM-MM). These
parties objected to the hastiness of the conclusion of the agreement and to the pressure to recognize and endorse
the inclusiveness of a national dialogue, a process that they do not consider inclusive. The AUHIP’s signing of a
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roadmap agreement to resolve a conflict that did not have sufficient support from key parties to the conflict has
been criticized for partiality. It is considered to reflect the Sudanese government’s lack of political will to reach
truly comprehensive solutions on Sudan's conflicts—particularly as the signing of the agreement coincided with
fresh coordinated attacks by Sudanese government forces on several key positions in South Kordofan held by the
SPLM-N. The African Union and the U.S. government are encouraging the non-signatories to join the roadmap
agreement. Sudan Tribune, “Sudanese army retakes strategic positions in S. Kordofan: official,” March 29, 2016,
available at http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?article58458; Radio Tamazuj, “Govt and rebels clash in
Sudan’s Nuba Mountains,” March 29, 2016, available at https://radiotamazuj.org/en/article/govt-and-rebels-clashsudans-nuba-mountains; Dabanga, “El Mahdi: AUHIP mediator Mbeki ‘rushed to sign Sudan roadmap,’” March 25,
2016, available at https://www.dabangasudan.org/en/all-news/article/el-mahdi-auhip-mediator-mbeki-rushed-tosign-sudan-roadmap; Dabanga, “Sudan rebels, Umma reject ‘fake participation in National Dialogue,’” March 24,
2016, available at https://www.dabangasudan.org/en/all-news/article/sudan-rebels-umma-reject-fakeparticipation-in-national-dialogue; Sudan Tribune, “Washington putting pressure on Sudanese to sign peace
roadmap: sources,” March 24, 2016, available at http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?article58401; Hafiz
Mohamed, “Is Sudan’s roadmap a failure for AUHIP,” Sudan Tribune, March 24, 2016, available at
http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?article58408; Chairperson of the Commission of the African Union, “The
African Union Welcomes the Signing of a Roadmap Agreement by the Sudanese Government for Inclusive National
Dialogue in Sudan,” Press release, March 23, 2016, available at
http://www.peaceau.org/uploads/auc.press.release.sudan.23.03.2016.pdf; Sudan Democracy First Group, “A
Continuation of Failure: The AUHIP Sign a Unilateral Road Map Agreement with the NCP,” March 22, 2016,
available at http://www.democracyfirstgroup.org/a-continuation-of-failure-the-auhip-sign-a-unilateral-road-mapagreement-with-the-ncpf; Sudan Tribune, “Sudan, AUHIP sign Roadmap Agreement, but opposition declines,”
March 22, 2016, available at http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?article58385; Dabanga, “Sudan opposition
refuse to sign AUHIP roadmap,” March 22, 2016, available at https://www.dabangasudan.org/en/allnews/article/sudan-opposition-refuse-to-sign-auhip-roadmap. See also Omer Ismail, “Sudan’s national
‘monologue,’” Sudan Tribune, October 24, 2016, available at
http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?article56827.
5
See lists of Darfur-related U.S. legislation passed between 2004 and 2013, available from the Save Darfur website
at http://savedarfur.org/take-action/legislation/ (last accessed March 2016).
6
U.S. President (William J. Clinton), Executive Order 13067, “Blocking Sudanese Government Property and
Prohibiting Transactions With Sudan,” sec. 2(b), November 5, 1997, available at
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Documents/13067.pdf; U.S. President (George W. Bush),
Executive Order 13400, “Blocking Property of Persons in Connection With the Conflict in Sudan’s Darfur Region,”
April 26, 2006, available at https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Documents/13400.pdf; U.S.
President (George W. Bush), Executive Order 13412, “Blocking Property and Prohibiting Transactions With the
Government of Sudan,” sec. 4(b), October 17, 2006, available at https://www.treasury.gov/resourcecenter/sanctions/Documents/13412.pdf.7 The United States has provided more than $7 billion to the people of
Sudan in humanitarian, transition and reconstruction assistance, and peacekeeping support. U.S. State Department
Bureau of African Affairs, “U.S. Relations With Sudan,” Fact sheet, November 3, 2015, available at
http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/5424.htm.
8
BNP also had to suspend certain banking transactions, terminate a number of executives, and take on additional
compliance measures. The case involved a wide range of U.S. and French regulatory and law enforcement
agencies. For a summary see the U.S. Justice Department Office of Public Affairs, “BNP Paribas Agrees to Plead
Guilty and to Pay $8.9 Billion for Illegally Processing Financial Transactions for Countries Subject to U.S. Economic
Sanctions,” Press release, June 30, 2014, available at https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/bnp-paribas-agrees-plead-
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guilty-and-pay-89-billion-illegally-processing-financial. The final measures were taken in 2015. Nate Raymond,
“BNP Paribas sentenced in $8.9 billion accord over sanctions violations,” Reuters, May 1, 2015, available at
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-bnp-paribas-settlement-sentencing-idUSKBN0NM41K20150501.
9
For a selection of sources and statements see Sudan Tribune, “Arab League renews calls for lift of sanctions on
Sudan,” March 12, 2016, available at http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?article58284; Hamdan Wadi
Dldoom, “How US sanctions hurt ordinary Sudanese families,” The Herald [Zimbabwe], March 7, 2016, available at
http://www.herald.co.zw/how-us-sanctions-hurt-ordinary-sudanese-families/; Sudan Vision, via BBC Monitoring,
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